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Abstract 
 
     Characterizations of the likelihood ratio order and the usual stochastic order for 
the comparison of skew-symmetric distributions with a common kernel are 
derived. Two likelihood ratio perturbation invariant properties are also obtained. 
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1. Introduction 
 
     Azzalini and Capitanio [5] define the density function of the skew-symmetric 
distribution (SSD) with continuous symmetric (about 0) density kernel  )(0 xf , 
absolutely continuous skewing distribution  )(0 xG   with an even density  

)()( '
00 xGxg = , and odd skewing weight  )(xw , by  )}({)(2)( 00 xwGxfxf = . The 

linear special case  xxw λ=)( , with skewing parameter  ( )∞∞−∈ ,λ   has been  
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introduced by Azzalini [3], [4], and includes the skew normal by O’Hagan and 
Leonard [16]. The SSD depends on the skewing distribution and the skewing 
weight only through the perturbation function   )}({)( 0 xwGxG =   such that  

0)( ≥xG   and the reflective property  1)()( =−+ xGxG   holds. Conversely, any 
function  )(xG   that satisfies these conditions ensure that  )()(2)( 0 xGxfxf =   is 
a density, which represents the SSD formulation adopted by Wang et al. (2004). 
In fact, any probability density function admits a uniquely defined SSD 
representation, as shown first by Wang et al. (2004), Proposition 3. Azzalini and 
Regoli [6] refine this result to the representation of a density with arbitrary 
support in their Proposition 2. Skew-symmetric distributions have been studied by 
Nadarajah and Kotz [14], [15], for the normal and Cauchy kernels, and by Ali et 
al. [1], [2], for the gamma and Laplace kernels. Some further analysis of skew-
symmetric distributions with a common kernel has been undertaken by Umbach 
[19] and Hürlimann [10], [11]. 
     So far, only a limited amount of results establish formal properties of the SSD 
given qualitative properties of the kernel, skewing distribution and skewing 
weight, or equivalently given the kernel and perturbation function. Even 
transformation invariance (see Section 2) is the most prominent such property. 
     We derive characterization results for SSD’s with a common kernel, namely 
for the likelihood ratio order (Proposition 2.1) and the usual stochastic order 
(Theorem 4.1). Two likelihood ratio perturbation invariant properties are also 
obtained (Corollary 2.1). The encountered mathematical tools include new 
variants of the Karlin-Novikoff [12] once-crossing condition and the Karlin-
Novikoff-Stoyan-Taylor crossing conditions used in a previous characterization of 
the stop-loss order or increasing convex order between arbitrary random variables. 
 
 
2. Characterization of likelihood ratio order 
 
     Unless otherwise stated  YX ,   denote throughout real random variables on 
some probability space with supports  )(),( YSXS . We assume that  YX ,   have 
skew-symmetric distributions (SSD) in the sense of Azzalini and Capitanio [5] and 
Wang et al. [20] as unified in Azzalini and Regoli [6]. Our analysis is restricted to 
SSD’s with a common kernel. This means that there exist a symmetric (about 0) 
density function )(0 xf , called kernel, and (reflective) perturbation functions  

)(),( xGxG YX   satisfying the conditions 
 

),()(,0)(),()(,0)( xGxGxGxGxGxG YYYXXX =−≥=−≥  
 
where the notation  )(1)( xGxG −=   is used throughout, such that the probability 
density functions (pdf) of  YX ,  are given by 
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)(),()(2)(),(),()(2)( 00 YSyyGyfyfXSxxGxfxf YYXX ∈=∈= . (2.1) 
 
In case a perturbation function  )(xG   is itself a probability distribution, the 
transform  )(1)( xGxG −=   is equal to its survival function. Equivalently to (2.1), 
there exist a continuous skewing distribution  )(0 xG   with an even density  

)()( '
00 xGxg = , and odd skewing weights  )(),( xwxw YX   such that 

 

).()},({)(2)(
),()},({)(2)(

00

00

YSyywGyfyf
XSxxwGxfxf

YY

XX

∈=
∈=

   (2.2) 

 
Following Azzalini and Regoli [5], Equation (9), this equivalence is underpinned 
by the standard choice (made throughout) of a uniform  ),( 2

1
2
1−U   random 

variable with distribution 
 

[ )

,)()(

,,),2(1)2(1)()(

2
1

,1)1,1(2
1

0

−=

∈+⋅+= ∞−

xGxw

andRtttttG
  (2.3) 

 
where  )(1 ⋅A  denotes the indicator function of the set  A . With this, properties of 
perturbation functions directly translate to properties of skewing weights and vice 
versa. We begin with two simple results on the likelihood ratio order, which is 
defined as follows (e.g. Shaked and Shanthikumar [18], equation (1.C.2)). 
 
Definition 2.1.  Let  YX ,   be two continuous random variables with densities  

YX ff , . One says that  X   is smaller than  Y   in likelihood ratio order, written  
YX lr≤ , if and only if, one has  yxxfyfyfxf YXYX ≤∀≥ ),()()()( . 

 
Proposition 2.1 (Likelihood ratio order characterization). Suppose that YX ,  are 
SSD with a common kernel, absolutely continuous perturbation functions  

YX GG ,  with derivatives   )()(),()( '' yGygxGxg YYXX == . The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
 
(LR1)    YX lr≤    ( X   precedes  Y   in likelihood ratio order) 
 
(LR2)    The ratio of the perturbation functions  )(/)( tGtG XY   is monotone  
              increasing in  t  over the union of the supports  )()( YSXS ∪  
 
(LR3)   The reverse hazard rates of the perturbation functions satisfy the  
              inequalities )()(),(/)()()(/)()( YSXSttGtgtrtGtgtr YYYXXX ∪∈=≤=  
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Proof. By Definition 2.1, the likelihood ratio order for SSD’s with a common 
kernel is equivalent with the condition  )(/)()(/)( yGyGxGxG XYXY ≤ , that is 
with (LR2). On the other hand, in case  )(/)( tGtG XY   is monotone increasing, so 
is its logarithmic. The equivalence of (LR2) and (LR3) follows from the relation 
 

)()()(/)()(/)()}(/)(ln{ trtrtGtgtGtgtGtG
dt
d

XYXXYYXY −=−= .  ◊ 

 
As a consequence, we derive from the preceding result two perturbation invariant 
stochastic order characterizations for the SSD class. Under perturbation 
invariance we mean general statements about the random variables  0X   and  X   
associated to the kernel densities  )(0 xf  and the SSD densities 

)()(2)( 0 xGxfxf XX =  that remain valid over a large class of perturbation 
functions. For example, the well-known even transformation invariance states 
that  )()( 0XTXT d=   (equality in distribution), for all even real functions  )(xT , 
whatever the perturbation function  )(xGX   is (e.g. Azzalini and Regoli [6], 
Proposition 1). 
 
Corollary 2.1 (Likelihood ratio order invariance). Let  )()(2)( 0 xGxfxf XX =   be 
the pdf of the SSD random variable  X , and let  0X   be the random variable 
associated to the kernel density  0f . Then, the following likelihood ratio order 
invariant characterizations hold: 
 
(LRI1)      )(0 xGXX Xlr ⇔≤   is an increasing perturbation on  )(XS  
 
(LRI2)     )()0,max( 00 xGXXX Xlr ⇔=≤ +  is a decreasing on  [ )∞∩ ,0)(XS  
 
Proof. To show (LRI1) it suffices to observe that the perturbation function  

2
1)(

0
≡xGX   generates the kernel density  )(0 xf   of  0X   and invoke the 

characterization (LR2) of Proposition 2.1. Similarly, the choice  
[ ) )(1)( ,0

0
xxG

X ∞=+   generates the random variable  +
0X   and (LRI2) follows from 

Proposition 2.1.  ◊ 
 
Remark 2.1. The sufficient condition in (LRI1) is essentially equivalent with 
Theorem 8 in Nekoukhou and Alamatsaz [15]. Though these authors adopt the 
formulation (2.2), the result holds for the formulation (2.1) in virtue of the 
relationship  2

1)()( −= xGxw   in (2.3). Though rather trivial the necessary 
condition in (LRI1) is new. 
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3. A Karlin-Novikoff once-crossing condition for stochastic order 
 
Let  )(),( xFxF YX   denote the survival functions associated to the random 
variables YX , . One says that  X   is smaller than Y  in stochastic order, written  

YX st≤ , if and only if  xxFxF YX ∀≤ ),()( . Azzalini and Regoli [6], Proposition 
4, show that  YX st≤   holds provided  YG   is smaller than  XG   on the interval 
[ )∞,0 , written  XSY GG ≤ , that is if  [ )∞∈∀≤ ,0),()( ttGtG XY . In the present 
Section, we show that there is a more stringent property, namely a once-crossing 
condition, which also implies the stochastic order. 
 
Definition 3.1. Let  X   be a SSD random variable with kernel density  0f   and 
perturbation function  XG . The weighted mean of  X   with respect to 0f  on 
[ )∞,0   is defined and denoted by 
 

∫⋅=
∞

0
0

0 )()(2 dttGtf XXμ .    (3.1) 

 
Definition 3.2. Let  )(),( xGxG YX   be two perturbation functions. Then  YG   is 
said to be less dangerous than  XG   on the interval  [ )∞,0   with respect to the 
kernel density  0f , written  XDY GG 0≤ , if and only if 
 
(i)       00

XY μμ ≤  
(ii)      There exists  ( )∞∈ ,0ξ   such that the following once-crossing condition  
 holds, that is  ξξ ≥≥<≤≤ ttGtGttGtG XYXY ),()(,0),()(  
 
The next result is completely similar to the once-crossing condition by Karlin-
Novikoff [12], also called Lemma of Ohlin [17], which implies an increasing 
convex order relationship  YX icx≤ , or equivalently stop-loss order  YX sl≤ , 
between two arbitrary random variables  YX ,  (e.g. Hürlimann [7], Lemma 2.1). 
 
Lemm 3.1. (SSD Karlin-Novikoff condition) Let YX ,  be SSD with a common 
kernel 0f  and perturbation functions  YX GG ,   such that  XDY GG 0≤ . Then, one 
has  YX st≤ . 
 
Proof. First of all, here and throughout Section 3 and 4, it suffices to restrict the 
attention to the interval [ )∞,0 . Indeed, from the characterization of SSD’s with a 
common kernel (Azzalini and Regoli [6], Proposition 3), one knows that 
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)()()()()()( xxFxFxFxFx XYXY −Δ=−−−=−=Δ , 
 
Hence  0)( ≥Δ x   on [ )∞,0   implies  0)( ≥Δ x   on  ( )0,∞−   and vice versa. Let  

( )∞∈ ,0ξ   be the crossing point between  XG   and  YG . For  ξ≥x   one has 
 

0)}()({)(2)()()( 0 ≥∫ −⋅⋅=−=Δ
∞

x
XYXY dttGtGtfxFxFx . 

 
If  ξ<≤ x0   one sees that 
 

◊≥−=∫ −⋅⋅=∫ −⋅⋅=

∫ −⋅⋅−∫ −⋅⋅≥

∫ −⋅⋅−∫ −⋅⋅=Δ

∞

∞

∞

.0)}()({)(2)}()({)(2

)}()({)(2)}()({)(2

)}()({)(2)}()({)(2)(

00

0
0

0
0

0
00

00

YXYXXY

YXXY

x
YXXY

dttGtGtfdttGtGtf

dttGtGtfdttGtGtf

dttGtGtfdttGtGtfx

μμ
ξ

ξ

ξ

ξ

ξ

 

 
A converse to Lemma 3.1 also holds. Suppose that  YX st≤   and assume that the 
perturbation functions  XG , YG   cross only once on the right, say at  ( )∞∈ ,0ξ . 
Then one has necessarily  XDY GG 0≤ . Indeed, the condition 
 

ξ≥∀≥∫ −⋅⋅=−=Δ
∞

xdttGtGtfxFxFx
x

XYXY ,0)}()({)(2)()()( 0 , 

 
can only be satisfied if  ξ≥∀≥ ttGtG XY ),()( . Since  ξ   is the only crossing 
point, one must have  ξ<≤∀≤ ttGtG XY 0),()( , hence condition (ii) of 
Definition 3.2 holds. Furthermore, one has necessarily 
 

0)}()({)(2)0( 00

0
0 ≥−=∫ −⋅⋅=Δ YXYX dttGtGtf μμ

ξ
, 

 
which is condition (i) of Definition 3.1. Together, this shows that  XDY GG 0≤ . 
 
 
4. Characterization of stochastic order 
 
The line of thought of Section 3 can be extended to the class of perturbation 
functions with finitely many crossing points. For this the notion of dangerousness 
between perturbation functions is extended to a notion of  “increasing convex  
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order” or “stop-loss order”. At first the notion of stop-loss transform is extended 
to a notion of weighted stop-loss transform. 
 
Definition 4.1. Let  )(xp   be a weight function defined on the interval  [ )∞,0 . For 

any perturbation function  G   the functional  [ )∞∈∫=
∞

,0,)()()( xdttGtpx
x

p
Gπ , is 

called weighted stop-loss transform of  G . The quantity  )0(p
Gπ   is called 

weighted mean of  G . 
 
     In case  1)( ≡xp   and  G   is a distribution on [ )∞,0  the functional 

∫=
∞

x
G dttGx )()(π  is the well-known stop-loss transform of  G   and  )0(p

Gπ  is its 

mean. For a SSD random variable  X   with kernel  0f   and perturbation function  

XG , and the choice  )(2)( 0 xfxp = , the weighted stop-loss transform of  XG   is 

simply written  [ )∞∈∫⋅=
∞

,0,)()(2)( 0
0 xdttGtfx

x
XXπ . In this situation  

00 )( XX x μπ =   is the weighted mean of  X   considered in Definition 3.1. In the 
following, let  0S   be the class of all perturbation functions with finite weighted 
mean with respect to a given kernel  0f   such that any two of them cross finitely 
many times on  [ )∞,0  (finite crossing condition). 
 
Definition 4.2 (Stop-loss order between perturbation functions). Let  

0, SGG YX ∈   be two perturbation functions with finite weighted means  00 , YX μμ   
with respect to the kernel density  0f , and let  ntt <<< ...0 1   be the ordered 
crossing points. Then  YG   is said to precede XG  in stop-loss order on the 
interval  [ )∞,0   with respect to the kernel density  0f , written  XslY GG 0≤ , if and 
only if, one of the following conditions is fulfilled: 
 
Case 1:  The first sign change of the difference  )()( tGtG YX −   occurs from  – to 
+, there is an even number of crossing points  mn 2= , and one has the 
inequalities 1,...,1,0)()()()( 12

0
12

0
12

0
12

0 −=≤−≤− ++−− mjtttt jXjYjXjY ππππ , 
between the weighted stop-loss transforms of  YX GG , . 
 
Case 2:  The first sign change of the difference )()( tGtG YX −   occurs from + to –, 
there is an odd number of crossing points  12 += mn , and one has the inequalities  

.1,...,1,0)()()()( 22
0

22
0

2
0

2
000 −=≤−≤−≤− ++ mjtttt jXjYjXjYXY ππππμμ  In case 

1=n  the condition of Definition 3.2 holds. 
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The next characterization of stochastic order among SSD random variables is 
completely similar to the Karlin-Novikoff-Stoyan-Taylor crossing conditions for 
stop-loss order between two arbitrary random variables (see Hürlimann [7], 
Theorem 2.1, where the inequalities in Case 1 and Case 2 must be replaced by the 
correct ones (2.7) and (2.11) stated in the given proof). 
 
Theorem 4.1 (Stochastic order characterization). Let YX ,  be SSD with a 
common kernel 0f  and perturbation functions  0, SGG YX ∈ . Then, one has  

YX st≤  if and only if  XslY GG 0≤ . 
 
Proof. Two cases must be distinguished. 
 
Case 1:  The first sign change of the difference )()( tGtG YX −   occurs from  – to + 
 
If  YX st≤  the last sign change occurs from + to –. Otherwise, one has 
 

∫⋅=>∫⋅=
∞∞

x
YY

x
XX dttGtfxFdttGtfxF )()(2)()()(2)( 00  

 
for  ntx ≥ , hence  mn 2=   is even. Consider the SSD random variables  

XZYZ m == +10 , , and  mjZ j ,...,1, = , with common kernel 0f   and perturbation 
functions 

⎩
⎨
⎧

=)(tG j .),(

,),(

12

12

−

−

≥

≤

jX

jY

tttG

tttG
 

 
For  mj ,...,1= , the once-crossing condition between  1+jG   and  jG   is fulfilled 
with crossing point  jt2 . Rearranging integrals one obtains the following weighted 
mean formulas for  jZ  (with index  j   for simplified notation) 
 

)()()()(2)()(2)()(2 12
0

12
00

0
00

0
0

0
12

12

−−

∞∞

+−=∫⋅+∫⋅=∫⋅=
−

−

jXjYY

t

Y
t

Xjj ttdttGtfdttGtfdttGtf
j

j

ππμμ

. 
 
Now, by Lemma 3.1 and its converse, one has  jstj ZZ ≤+1  if, and only if, the 

inequalities  00
1 jj μμ ≤+   are fulfilled, that is 

 
1,...,1),()()()( 12

0
12

0
12

0
12

0 −=−≤− ++−− mjtttt jXjYjXjY ππππ , and  

0)()( 12
0

12
0 ≤− −− mXmY tt ππ , 
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which are equivalent to the inequalities in Case 1 of Definition 4.2. Noting the 
obvious stochastic relation  YZ st≤1 , one obtains the ordered sequence of SSD 
random variables 
 

YZZZZX stststmstm =≤≤≤≤= + 011 ... , 
 
which is valid under the inequalities of Case 1 in Definition 4.2. Invoking the 
transitive property of the stochastic order implies the stated equivalence in the 
present situation. 
 
Case 2:  The first sign change of the difference  )()( tGtG YX −   occurs from + to – 
 
If  YX st≤  then (from Case 1) the last sign change occurs from + to –, hence  

12 += mn   is odd. Similarly to Case 1, consider SSD random variables  
XZ m =+1 , and  mjZ j ,...,1, = , with common kernel 0f   and perturbation 

functions 

⎩
⎨
⎧

=)(tG j .),(

,),(

2

2

jX

jY

tttG

tttG

≥

<
 

 
For  mj ,...,1,0= , the once-crossing condition between  1+jG   and  jG   is fulfilled 
with crossing point  12 +jt . Using the weighted mean formulas for  jZ , that is  

)()( 2
0

2
000

jXjYYj tt ππμμ +−= , and Lemma 3.1, the conditions for  jstj ZZ ≤+1 , that 

is  00
1 jj μμ ≤+ , are therefore 

 
1,...,1),()()()(),()( 22

0
22

0
2

0
2

0
2

0
2

000 −=−≤−−≤− ++ mjtttttt jXjYjXjYXYXY ππππππμμ

, and  0)()( 2
0

2
0 ≤− mXmY tt ππ . 

 
This is equivalent to the inequalities in Case 2 of Definition 4.2. One obtains the 
ordered sequence of SSD random variables 
 

YZZZZX stststmstm =≤≤≤≤= + 011 ... , 
 
which is valid under the inequalities of Case 2 in Definition 4.2. The stated 
equivalence for Case 2 is shown, and the proof is complete.  ◊ 
 
     Let us conclude with some remarks. Similar ordered sequences of random 
variables as in the proof characterize the convex order (= stop-loss order by equal 
means) as shown in Müller [13] (see also Shaked and Shanthikumar [18], 
Theorem 3.A.45, and the Complements, p.175). The stated finitely many crossing  
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conditions are more explicit and computable. A recent illustration with more than 
one crossing point is found in Hürlimann [9], Table 4.2. The class of perturbation 
functions  0S   is big enough for most practical applications. For theoretical 
purposes and the sake of completeness, let us mention that Theorem 4.1 extends 
to the general case of perturbation functions with infinitely many crossing points. 
The proof is completely similar to the two-stage limiting procedure used in 
Hürlimann [7], [8]. One reduces the infinitely many crossing points situation to 
the finite case by invoking the dominated convergence theorem and the continuity 

property of the skew-symmetric survival functional   ∫⋅=
∞

x
XX dttGtfxF )()(2)( 0 . 
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